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**MacVicar cites policy goals to students**

By Dan Van Attah

Greater student participation in the formation of policies that directly affect students.

"We are a university in which all persons may seek the 'truth' without restraint.

The campuses were not universities in which the right of all persons are respected.

These are the goals Carbondale Chancellor Robert MacVicar cited to Thursday's Convocation, held at the SIU Arena. These are also the policies toward which the chancellor pledged to channel his efforts.

"I pledge to you my personal efforts to make this a more open university," MacVicar said, "and in which students participate more fully in the determination of University policy and the conduct of University affairs.

He outlined his aspirations for the coming year.

"I pledge to you my own efforts to keep the University a free university," he said, "one in which faculty and students alike may confront the facts and seek the truth without fear or restraint.

He continued by calling for a "University in which order prevails," and quickly defined his use of the term "order."

"Not the order of authoritarian control, but the order that is derived from mutual respect for and concern about the rights of other people."

The chancellor said he feels the University as a whole has been delinquent in keeping pace with the institution's physical growth.

"This is an emerging institution of great promise," he said. "But many of our University's problems have been aggravated by its rapid rate of growth.

The University has not grown at an adequate rate in meeting the needs of you, and the thousands of other students who are present here today. All I ask is that you be patient when you find the resources available don't meet with our-and your-goals and aspirations."

"We can no longer reasonably expect to use force to solve our individual, socialized and natural disagreements," he said.

"It is the recognition of the futility of such means that makes our Vietnam involvement so frustrating to us all.

Our solution lies only with the use of human intellect-boned and sharpened by appropriate education. It may not be enough—but it is our best and indeed I suspect our only hope."
Greek Goddess candidates

One of these five sorority women will be crowned Greek Goddess during Greek Sing, from 7 to 9 p.m. tonight in the University Center Ballrooms. The candidates are, from left to right, Pat Colletti, Sigma Kappa; Debbie Conner, Delta Zeta; Crystal Campbell, Alpha Kappa Alpha; Debbie Staintuch, Sigma Sigma Sigma; and Conni Mory, Alpha Gamma Delta. The Greek God also will be crowned during Greek Sing. Greek God candidates are pictured on page 8.

SLU grad receives assistantship

John A. Becker, recent SIU graduate, has received a research assistantship at the University of Missouri-Columbia, for doctoral study in agricultural economics.

Becker, a Hampshire native, has just completed work for a master's degree in agricultural industries at SIU. He received his bachelor's degree at SLU in 1967. Becker was selected in January, 1967, for a three-month assignment with the University educational contract agency.
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‘Virginia Woolfe’ tryouts set

Play Tryouts. For “Who’s Afraid of Virginia Woolfe,” 7 p.m., Communications Lounge.

Crab Orchard Kennel Club: Dog obedience training classes, 7 p.m., Agriculture Arena.

General Studies: Luncheon, 11:30 a.m.-1 p.m., University Center Ohio and Illinois Rooms.

Interclub: Luncheon, 12 noon, University Center Renaissance Room.

Linguistics Group: Luncheon, 12 noon, University Center Mississippi Room.

School of Technology: Lunch- eon, 12 noon, University Center Kadakia Room.

Greek Week Activities: Greek singing, and crowning of Greek god and goddess, 7 p.m., University Center Ballrooms.

Holiday on Ice: Evening performance, 8 p.m., SIU Arena tickets on sale University Center central ticket office and SIU Arena. Tickets: $1.50, $2.50, and $3.50.

Movie Hour: “A Man For All Seasons,” 7:30 and 10:30 p.m., Furr Auditorium.

Pulliam Hall pool open, 7- 10:30 p.m.

Weight lifting for male students, 6-10:30 p.m., Pulliam Hall Room 17.

Geology Majors: Meeting for graduates and undergraduates, 5 p.m. in Agriculture Building, Room 106.

SIU Cheerleaders Practice: Meeting, 6:30-7 p.m., Women’s Gym 207.

Counseling and Testing Centers: Grad, and undergraduates, 5 p.m., in Agriculture Building, Room 106.

SPECIAL LATE SHOW! Fri. & Sat. 11:30 p.m.

NOW AT THE VARSITY

Now thru Sunday

ALL L.P.’s

Regular

Our Price

Now

$4.98

$3.57

$2.99

$5.98

$4.37

$3.99

$6.98

$5.27

$4.99

Complete Stock of 4 & 8 Track Cartridges

$1.00 off reg price

Plaza Music Center

Open Mon-Sat 9-9

Except Thurs 12-9

Mu i l a d e Shopping Center
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Odd paradox

SIU students have been faced with a curious turn of events recently. At the same time their participation in shaping events that their University was cold-shouldered by one trustee, the mayor of Carbondale invited student participation in the affairs of the city. Both events call for positive action on the part of SIU students and their student government representatives.

Mayor David Keene's statement inviting student participation in government should be welcomed and acted upon, both by individual students and the Student Senate. A portion of every city council meeting is allotted for hearing citizens who wish to address the council. SIU students should take advantage of this opportunity to express their views to the council. Meanwhile, the Student Senate should confirm without delay the appointment of a student representative to sit with the council.

Dr. Brown's statement, during the discussion of an appropriations bill for student government salaries, that he did not want to pay students to tell him how to run the University also calls for action. Student body President Sam Panayotovich has already stated that student government will continue to speak out despite Dr. Brown's hostile attitude. It will now be up to the student government to prove Dr. Brown wrong, by presenting student views in an articulate, yet forceful manner to the board at every opportunity.

It seems strange that the mayor of Carbondale is outwardly more receptive to student views than are the University's own trustees, Mayor Keene should be commended for his action. It will be up to the students of SIU to justify the mayor's faith in them.

Responsible student participation in the affairs of the city and the University will accomplish this while at the same time proving Dr. Brown's lack of faith in students to be unfounded.

David Margulies

Does establishment run city?

To the editor:

When the information about attempts to bribe the mayor of Carbondale was released recently by the Southern Illinoisan, I read the front page story and I picked out the crust of the issue. The Mayor stated that he had been offered, on several occasions, various types of gratuities and payments in exchange for his vote and support for business ventures by a "local businessman." The mayor stated that he had contact several state and local law enforcement agencies, that he had submitted names, dates, and places to the Southern Illinoisan many months ago, and that he had discussed the matter with several local officials, friends and confidantes—all to no avail. A St. Louis paper finally broke the story, and was followed by the Southern Illinoisan.

I read the Southern Illinoisan story and at least one facet of the cause celebre disturbed me. The gentleman named in the story and who is well established in Carbondale in liquor and other business interests, is trying to force the mayor and city hall to maintain economic near-monopoly in liquor business in Carbondale.

That gentleman is saying "Protect me or I'll sell out to the Syndicate and you know what bad fellows they are." He is threatening to hold up the city council meeting and to go to any newspapers, etc. to tie up our city government.

I suggest that the editor of the Daily Egyptian and the Southern Illinoisan each write an editorial excoriating "that gentleman well-established in the liquor business" and publicly reprimanding him for his protect me or I'll sell out" attitude. The citizens have been going all in all directions about this scandal but refuse to confront the basic issues: shall the city government exist and operate for all the people or shall it use its powers and influence to maintain a favored economic near-monopoly for a selected few members of the local "tags and thieves"?

George J. Paluch

Letter

Campus Drive could be used for parking

To the editor:

The final irony of the parking situation on that faculty and staff members are being unnecessarily inconvenienced and taxpayers of the State of Illinois unduly taxed, for there are approximately five to eight hundred relatively convenient, neatly paved, unused parking spaces on campus.

Take, for example, the north side of the campus. In addition to the four-lane Mill Street, the University has constructed another four-lane road, part of the inner circle drive. It is hardly used—and certainly not for parking—except during the early morning and late afternoon rush hour.

It may not be too aesthetically pleasing to have cars parked on the four-lane campus drive, but one feels a strong cogent argument for not using these spaces. One can't believe that it is the safety factor which causes the administration to prohibit the use of these facilities. Or, if it is, one must wonder why it is safe to park on both sides of University Avenue up to Mill Street, but unsafe to park on University Avenue on campus property—where it should be noted, the University has recently replaced parking meters with No Parking signs.

Thomas M. Davis
Future weeks crucial for Mideast; hope UN makes plan for peace

By Antero Pietila

Coming weeks may be crucial for the Middle East tight roping between war and peace. The tension has been mounting again lately in this strategically important area. The focus is now on the United Nations and the hope that the meeting of well over 100 nations in the General Assembly session might produce new initiatives for peace and channels for their realization.

It has now become clear that everybody concerned that more problems were created than solved by the June war in 1967, than were solved. With the occupation of the Egyptian Gaza Strip and Israeli forces moving even to the Syrian border, Israel may claim that it is in a better position to defend its own territory. But at the same time the Arab population in the Gaza and on the west bank of Jordan have created a serious internal security problem to Israel. Already the question is asked, whether the Jews are a master race and the Arabs a conquered people.

On the Arab side the crushed armies have been repulsed by the Soviet Union, Not Jordan, however, which still tries to maintain its traditionally good relations to the West. It is now engaged in its rearmament whether compared with other Arab states or Israel.

Besides the Palestinians, many of whom were evicted from their homes for the second time, the greatest loser in the June war was King Hussein, the Hashemite ruler of Jordan. He lost the fertile West Bank area with all its tourist attractions. He also lost the holy city of Jerusalem, and one must keep in mind that it is as holy to an Arab as it is to a Jew. What emerged from the disaster of the June war was a crippled country, almost unfit to survive economically. Jordan also lost 400,000 of its main sources of income with the holy places of Jerusalem and the Jericho area. It is an open question whether refugees are political dynama.

Since the war King Hussein could take some kind of gloomy satisfaction from his monarchial position, contrary to, a book just published in Paris, King Hussein confesses how he asked Nasser to reactivate the unified Arab command machinery before the war but everything was still in embryo when Israel attacked.

Today King Hussein is unexpectedly saddled with two evils that are beyond his control. One is the El Fatah guerrilla organization. This Syrian-based militant group has in the past conducted missions to Israel from Jordan. King Hussein cannot do too much about this because any action might constitute a threat against his own power. The other is the Israeli army that in obeying the ancient maxim, "teeth for teeth," strikes back every time.

The strength of the Egyptian army is now enhanced by its recent victories. The Egyptian, however, may not yet be all that it seems. The Egyptian air force has lost one of its most striking pictures this writer has in his mind is a scene near Gaza during the June war. There was a brand new Egyptian anti-aircraft battery stationed there in the outskirts of the city. A closer look told that it had been abandoned without even firing a round. Attempts had not been made to destroy it either. There may be several explanations for this, but one must be that every manual lying in the sand was printed in Russian, Since when have the Arab conscripts mastered the Russian language?

This has led into some theorizing in the West. Lt. Gen. John Glubb, the former commander of Jordan's Arab Legion, maintains that the Soviet Union did this consciously, that they preferred something that then looked like a defeat to what was in fact a victory in the long run. For centuries the Russians had tried to make inroads to the Mediterranean but failed. The Great Game is on. So did Catherine the Great. Now by giving the Israelis the Arab Legion, the Red Army is giving the Arabs an arsenal of dangerous weapons.

This is how Gen. Glubb interprets the development. He may be wrong, but at least the Russians are there and they are going to stay. In the past few weeks as the tension has been growing again, this writer was surprised to find a speculative article in a respectable American newspaper which suggested that the Soviet Union might want a third round in the Middle East in order to divert the world's attention from Czechoslovakia. Now this does not seem too unlikely.

First of all, it is difficult to see how this would help the Soviet Union. European governments have already started to worry about the Russian invasion (and the extent of that should be kept in mind) and the Arab countries (some of them are pro-Israeli). Secondly, as far as the "third world" is concerned this writer has tried to find out what a Soviet correspondent once told. He had been with the Russians when they landed in Asia. When the Soviets crushed the Hungarian Revolt in 1956, They did not understand his shock and asked him in English, "Are you reading L. Monde?" It was one year later that he returned to the mountains. The Hungarians had been launched a third time with Spunik. Everybody was excited. The people who were with him, glared at him as if they had nothing about Hungary but the unbelievable story about a man-made star set their imagination to work.

But back to the current situation. It is unlikely that any powers would like to wage a war at the moment. For Israel, a war always means a risk. If they cannot win, it is unlikely to win, but every military man in Net Aviv is ready to testify that the longer the war drags on, the more certain it is that a beaten side would be. The Arab governments are not only aware of this, but it is something they have taken in for another year either. What this optimistic forecast does not exclude, however, is a situation in which one country, or better two, get tired of the stalemate and bound to a confrontation, just as they were in 1967. This, the United Nations special representative, Gunnar Jarring, has been trying to find a way to stop the war, a way that he considers unique, in the Middle East for almost a year now. There is not much progress that he can report. Yet some U.S. and Western officials have reported that the situation has become more progressive than meets the eye. Maybe it is so, for the latest and best peace offer, a United States-sponsored plan, has failed in a complete silence with only a line or two on a New York Wire announcing its coming and goings.

The Soviet Union some time ago suggested a peace plan of the Middle East according to it, Israel should withdraw to pre-June 1967 boundaries and there should be a strong peace-keeping force stationed on Israeli-Arabian boundaries. Both the United States and the Soviet Union are in agreement on this arrangement. What the Soviet plan leaves open for future negotiations is the future of Jerusalem, the exchange of refugees and Israel's rights to the Suez Canal. Israel, however, has already rejected the Soviet plan. The Israelis themselves are likely to come up with a peace plan according to which the West Bank area and the Sinai peninsula will retain Jerusalem and the strategic Gulf of Aqaba and the Suez Canal, something acceptable to the Arabs.

The Soviet plan is one that would offer a basis for further discussions through U.N. channels in New York. And both of them are trying to get the United Nations to back their proposals, which is said about the United Nations, one thing there is good: nobody in running for re-election.

Port Tewfik, Suez Canal---The Israeli troops lined up along the Suez Canal and across the Sinai peninsula as its sandy wastes expect a military attempt by Egypt to regain control of lost Arab forces in the June, 1967, war.

Recent comments by Prime Minister Levy Eshkol, Defense Minister Moshe Dayan, army chief of staff Gen. Bar-Lev and other senior officials made it plain Israel regards any major flareup along the Suez Canal as virutally suicide for Egypt, which lately has been waging a major offensive in Sinai.

Without disclosing details of the Israeli order of battle and military preparedness, Gen. Bar-Lev hinted the forces at his disposal are ready to retaliate the moment "the ball goes up." Dayan also declared in a speech to officials of Israel's ruling Labor Party that crushing Egypt's armed strength and causing "widespread devastation" presents no problem to Israeli troops.

Reliable sources believe that Egypt soon may strike across the canal, with Russia's tacit encouragement, to divert world attention from the events in Czechoslovakia and pave the way to Soviet military intervention in the Middle East.

The Soviet Union has accused Israel of "dangerous provocations" against Arab countries and warned the Jewish state of the "serious responsibility" it bears for the consequences.

The obvious danger is that Israelis might be tempted to launch a preemptive strike against Suez Canal and other targets in order to attacking them first, neutral diplomats believe.

From the Russians might be forced to intervene, to prevent another disastrous conflict, Soviet experts believe.

This would bring the United States into direct confrontation with Moscow and possibly push the world over to the nuclear brink, observers fear.

"We have no reason to look for trouble," a top source said. "We have the Red Sea countries, the Soviet Union, and the United States against the canal's eastern bank and we do not ask for more, but if they want war rather than peace, we are ready too," he added.

Israel, however, is backed by military experts here, indicate a coming showdown that may develop into full-scale war.

The Egyptian government has ordered its commando raids and sabotage infiltration through the Israeli lines along the canal, planting mines and booby traps, and collecting tactical intelligence data.

The Egyptian forces are said to have made a 2,100 miles line held lightly and relatively easy to infiltrate. This apparently led them to assume Israel had no mine fields at all set up for defensive static. This may have been constructed to mean that an all-out attack across the canal could possibly cause a cull over the site of the eelite the Arabs have in regaining some of their great prestige as well.
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Israeli troops expect attack by Arabs
Student groups set to move into Woody

By Nathan Jones

Woody Hall, once home for 420 girls, is taking on a new look as the academic year progresses. The new look is not external but internal, with many student-oriented organizations moving in.

To centralize international organizations, an International Center is being planned for completion at Woody in the near future, according to Bianchi, vice-president for business affairs.

These organizations, already moved to Woody Hall, are the International Student Service, Intercol and the Latin American Institute.

This leaves the African, European and Asian Study Committees, all hoping to move to Woody Hall as well.

But the centralizing of international organizations is not all part of the plan for Woody Hall.

The relocation of offices and services on second and third floors of the University Center and Woody Hall will also take place so that construction on the interior of the Center can be completed.

Organizations included in this shift are the Sectioning Center, General Studies, Latin Advisement and the University Press.

It is hoped that the relocation can be completed by January, according to Bianchi. Another area affected by the relocation is the temporary barracks north of the University Center, where a new Humanities and Sciences Building is planned.

Officers in those temporary barracks planned for the move to Woody include the Department of English, Information and Scheduling, Registrar's Office, Graduate School and the Stenographic Service.

This move is expected to be completed by April or May, Bianchi said.

The President's Scholars Department has already moved to Woody, according to Bianchi, with the Division of Vocational Rehabilitation scheduled to move in next.

YAF-SIPC debate postponed

The debate scheduled for Friday evening between the Young Americans for Freedom (YAF) and the Southern Illinois Peace Committee (SIPC) has been deferred to a later date.

William Moffett, president of the SIPC, said the debate was postponed due to lack of agreement on the exact question to be discussed. The debate was originally scheduled for 7:30 p.m., Friday, Oct. 4 in Shryock Auditorium.

Dexter goes primitive with Stirrup Hide

Nature takes a firm foothold in casual style with raw, rugged, weathered stirrup hide. And Dexter crafts it in flexible genuine moccasin styles that have that urge for the free outdoor life.

Go primitive at

The Bootery
124 S. Illinois

$17.95

The switch is on. To the bold new look of blunt toes, antiqued leathers, and burnished tones of brass hardware. So turn yourself on.

Brown's Shoes
218 S. III
Carbondale

WELCOME

STUDENTS & FACULTY
USE OUR CONVENIENT
DRIVE-UP WINDOW
OPEN 7 AM TO 5:30 PM
MONDAY THRU SATURDAY
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YAF-SIPC debate postponed

The debate scheduled for Friday evening between the Young Americans for Freedom (YAF) and the Southern Illinois Peace Committee (SIPC) has been deferred to a later date.

William Moffett, president of the SIPC, said the debate was postponed due to lack of agreement on the exact question to be discussed. The debate was originally scheduled for 7:30 p.m., Friday, Oct. 4 in Shryock Auditorium.
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YAF-SIPC debate postponed

The debate scheduled for Friday evening between the Young Americans for Freedom (YAF) and the Southern Illinois Peace Committee (SIPC) has been deferred to a later date.

William Moffett, president of the SIPC, said the debate was postponed due to lack of agreement on the exact question to be discussed. The debate was originally scheduled for 7:30 p.m., Friday, Oct. 4 in Shryock Auditorium.
Traffic safety meeting set

About 70 high school teachers and 150 students are expected at SIU Monday for the fourth annual Egyptian Region Youth Traffic Safety Conference. The conference will be held in the University Center.

Main speaker at the conference will be Sgt. Lendall Rockwell, Safety Sergeant of District 13 of the Illinois State Police.

The conference is co-sponsored by the governor’s Traffic Safety Coordinating Committee, the superintendent of public instruction, the High School and College Driver Education Association and the SIU Safety Center.

Minister to talk on warfare

The Rev. Stephen Rose will speak at a luncheon Monday in the Student Christian Foundation on the growing chasm between rich and poor nations and the role of welfare in hampering economic growth and stability.

A graduate of Williams College and Union Theological Seminary, Rose is active in the civil rights movement.

Luncheon admission is $1.25.

Law school prof to interview

A Drake University Law School professor will be on campus Monday to conduct interviews with SIU students interested in law.

Interviews are scheduled for 2-5 p.m. in General Classrooms Building, Room 308. Appointments may be made by telephoning Mrs. Karen Zink at 453-2475.

Air Force recruits

The U.S. Air Force Officer Training School program is seeking pilot and navigator applicants, according to Sergeant Huston Macy of the local Air Force recruiting office.

Applications for these positions are sought from students receiving degrees in December, 1968, or March, 1969, and graduating students. Officer qualification examinations are given at the recruiting office, 512 W. Main Street, at 9 a.m. each Wednesday. Flight physicals are arranged at Scott AFB each Tuesday.

For further information, call the recruiting office at 457-2231.

---

WOMEN!
You Now Have Equal Rights at The Caboose!
There is a Traditional Shop For You Too

Men-You’re Not Forgotten!

THE CABOOSE

TRADITIONAL SHOP FOR MEN AND WOMEN.

at the College Street railroad crossing
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Greek God candidates

Vying for the title of Greek God are, from left, Don Rowe, Little Egypt Agricultural Co-op; Murry Watson, Theta Xi; Joe Schultz, Phi Kappa Tau; Tom Wise, Tau Kappa Epsilon; Denny Helton, Delta Chi; Raymond B. Morris, Kappa Alpha Psi and Jeff Rogers, Phi Sigma Kappa. Gary Crawford of Sigma Pi is not pictured (Photo by Berry Kaiser)

SIU psychologist granted $20,392 for eye research

Alfred Lit, SIU psychologist, has received a $20,392 grant for a one-year study of the "Effects of Illumination on Binocular Space Perception."

The grant, from the National Institute of Neurological Diseases and Blindness of the Public Health Service, is part of a series of grants dealing with vision.

Research under the grant will involve experiments on binocular vision using both white and colored lights as stimuli. Lit said. Responses will be obtained from human subjects, under a wide variety of conditions of illumination.

Lit said that data derived from this program will be useful in the development of theories of vision and of applications to schools and industry.
City to check zoning violations

(Continued from Page 1)

unit, in each instance with no more than two non-related people being housed in the same dwelling unit!" Therefore, Fleerlage said that "no more than two non-related individuals can share the same dwelling unit, whether either or both rent or own."

Everingham explained that since this clarification of the zoning ordinance came only recently it is possible many residents have already made rental commitments.

"Where violations occur, each case will be handled as an individual matter and the city will endeavor to work out an equitable solution for all concerned," Everingham said.

Everingham said he did not plan to make any students move from their dwellings during this school quarter and cause undue hardship. For this reason "where extenuating circumstances exist, December 31, 1968, will be the compliance date," Everingham said.

"We will investigate the best way we can and if we discover that more than two persons are living in one dwelling unit in any of these residential zones for single family homes, we will enforce the law," Everingham said.

Everingham said it is also the duty of his office to enforce the law requiring residents to keep up their property.

Dennis Balgemann, coordinator of residence facilities at SIU, said he discussed the situation with Everingham several days ago and will work with the city in clearing up any problems.

Balgemann said he does not see any problem in finding a student, forced to move from his present dwelling, another place to live.

"They may not be able to get the same quality of housing...but there are places for them to go," Balgemann said.

Everingham said single-family residence areas presently under question are:
1. The southwest section of Carbondale west of Oak-land avenue.
2. The northwest section of Carbondale west of Oak-land avenue.
3. The general area of Carbondale west of Oak-land avenue.

WORLD'S GREATEST ICE SPECTACULAR!

Holiday on Ice
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STEAK & EGGS

2 Eggs-Any Style Rib-EyeSteak Toast & Coffee

Golden Bear Restaurant
206 S. Wall St.
Carbondale
549-4912

STUDENT HOUSING

Welcome to All SIU Students

Join us this Sunday!

9:45 Coffee Theology
Subject: WAR AND PEACE
10:45 Worship Service

Free Bus Service
Consult Church Bus
Time Schedule

Feature This Golf Special

For The Rest of Season for $1.00
You May Play Continually from 1-10p.m.
ALSO
- Miniature golf
- Driving range-Paddle boats
- Boat ramps
- Batting cages
with FULLY AUTOMATED pitching machines

- Night golf
A beautiful 9-hole, 3-par LIGHTED golf course (from 60 to 168 yards).

RIVIERVIEW GARDENS

15 minutes west of SIU on Rt. 13
east city limits, Murphysboro
Open 9 a.m. to 10 p.m. Mon. - Sat.
1 p.m. to 10 p.m. Sun.
Phone 684-2286
University Park students to vote

Students of University Park will be holding meetings this week to ratification of a new constitution for their area.

According to Stuart Hirsh, president of the University Park Executive Council, "This is the last chance for an effective and strong student government in University Park."

Hirsh, a junior from Champlain, said the new constitution has three major provisions. It will provide a split between the programming board and area government, help streamline house government and provide a new system of handling finances.

"Under the new constitution," said Hirsh, "the Exec Council will have the power to levy a flexible fee never to exceed $3 per quarter, per resident. This fee would then be allocated to the programming board. In addition, each living unit will have the opportunity to petition the board for needed funds."

With a new system of house government, all unnecessary offices would be eliminated. Each living unit would elect a house council, consisting of president, representative, and recorder. Other positions will be appointed to interested students by the house council, provided to Stuart Hirsh, president of the University Park Executive Council. "This is the last chance for an effective and strong student government in University Park."

Hirsh, a junior from Champlain, said the new constitution has three major provisions. It will provide a split between the programming board and area government, help streamline house government and provide a new system of handling finances.

"Under the new constitution," said Hirsh, "the Exec Council will have the power to levy a flexible fee never to exceed $3 per quarter, per resident. This fee would then be allocated to the programming board. In addition, each living unit will have the opportunity to petition the board for needed funds."

Dinner-dance set

The Newman Catholic Student Center is sponsoring a free dinner-dance from 6:30 to 11 p.m., Sunday. Music will be provided by "Hicks On,"

SPORTS FANS!

I BET YOU DIDN'T KNOW

Jim Simpson

Here's quite an oddity about football's Southern Conference. The conference was founded many years ago, and even though it's still in existence today, none of the original teams is in it anymore. Former members such as Clemson, Maryland, North Carolina, South Carolina and Virginia are now in the Atlantic Coast Conference, while other members such as Alabama, LSU, Mississippi and Tennessee are in the Southeastern Conference. Meanwhile, the Southern Conference today is composed of Citadel, Davidson, East Carolina, Furman, Richmond, VMI, West Virginia and William and Mary. None of which were in at the beginning!

Did you know that when football began in the last century there were not 11 men on a side? There were 25 men playing on each team then.

Did you know there's an athlete who received $100,000 from a baseball team because he wanted to play football? He's Ken Williams, a running back with the San Francisco 49ers. The Red Sox once offered him a reported $100,000 to play baseball, but Wil- liams decided to play football instead.

I bet you didn't know that college graduates have a longer life expectancy — lower death rate and are living five years longer on the average than non-college men. The lower death rate of college men makes possible broader benefits and greater cash values in College Life policies. This certainly makes sense, doesn't it?

Dress around a smile

Bleyer's

Downtown & Campus Plaza

DAILY EGYPTIAN

Thank you for the wonderful birthday party.

Grand prize winner was Alicia Schindler.

RR #3 Carbondale

"See you later today."

Thanks for the wonderful birthday party.

Grand prize winner was Alicia Schindler.

RR #3 Carbondale

"See you later that day."

The Newman Catholic Student Center is sponsoring a free dinner-dance from 6:30 to 11 p.m., Sunday. Music will be provided by "Hicks On."

SPORTS FANS!

I BET YOU DIDN'T KNOW

Jim Simpson

Here's quite an oddity about football's Southern Conference. The conference was founded many years ago, and even though it's still in existence today, none of the original teams is in it anymore. Former members such as Clemson, Maryland, North Carolina, South Carolina and Virginia are now in the Atlantic Coast Conference, while other members such as Alabama, LSU, Mississippi and Tennessee are in the Southeastern Conference. Meanwhile, the Southern Conference today is composed of Citadel, Davidson, East Carolina, Furman, Richmond, VMI, West Virginia and William and Mary — none of which were in at the beginning!

Did you know that when football began in the last century there were not 11 men on a side? There were 25 men playing on each team then.

Did you know there's an athlete who received $100,000 from a baseball team because he wanted to play football? He's Ken Williams, a running back with the San Francisco 49ers. The Red Sox once offered him a reported $100,000 to play baseball, but Williams decided to play football instead.

I bet you didn't know that college graduates have a longer life expectancy — lower death rate and are living five years longer on the average than non-college men. The lower death rate of college men makes possible broader benefits and greater cash values in College Life policies. This certainly makes sense, doesn't it?
Monday registration deadline; outline procedures for voting

By Jozz Reecher

Eligible SIU students must register by Monday to vote in the Nov. election. Mrs. Wayne Recher, voter service chairman of the Carbondale League of Women Voters, said.

Special registration services are offered Carbondale residents and students at the Jackson County Housing Authority, 207 N. Marion and the J.R. Parrish Realty Co., 3 S. Glenview. These centers will be open from 10 a.m. to 7 p.m. until Saturday.

Registration must be completed from 8 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. by Monday at the County Clerk’s Office in the Murphysboro Court House. Residence requirements for registration are one year in the state and 90 days in the county.

Monday also is the last day for new residents of the state to apply for special permission to vote in the forthcoming election. New residents are eligible if they were registered at last residence and have lived at their present address 60 days by Nov. 5. New residents must apply.

Veteran’s benefits for class repeats.

Veterans receiving G.I. Bill benefits can now receive them if they repeat courses in which they had previously received an unsatisfactory grade.

The Registrar’s Office had previously informed veterans that they could not repeat courses and still receive reimbursement.

Veterans who repeated courses during summer quarter will receive reimbursements, the Registrar’s Office reports.

in person at one of the registration offices. Proof of residency will be checked in the county of previous residence. When former residency is verified, the new resident is notified that he may cast an absentee ballot at the Murphysboro Court House between Oct. 21 and Nov. 2. This ballot is mailed to the voter’s present precinct and counted there on election day.

Regular absentee ballots also may be obtained beginning Monday at the County Clerk’s Office.

Foreign students to be feted by area Kiwanians Sunday

New foreign students at SIU will be guests of the Kiwanis Clubs of Division 16 at a Hospitality Day on Sunday, October 6. The nearby Kiwanians will meet at Morris Library parking lot at 1:30 p.m. to transport the students to Giant City Park.

After an afternoon of games and conversation, the Kiwanis will provide a picnic supper at 5:30 p.m. About 75 of the more than 140 new foreign students are expected. Kiwanis families from Anna, Carbondale, Harrisburg, Herrin, Marion, Metropolis, Murphysboro, and Vienna will serve as hosts.

Golden Bear Restaurant

S.I.U. STUDENT SPECIAL

B. Q. French Fries & Coke 95¢

French Fries & Coke

$395 Down

BUY A QUALITY NAME

12' WIDE MOBILE HOME

ALL MODELS & LENGTHS.

"Live the Life of Riley"

The only dealer in Illinois that has Rental Purchase

Riley Mobile Homes

HWY 13 East Carbondale

Phone for a home 457-6482

In the dome across the street from the Home Ec. Building

Is there anyone else you can:

Expect ideas to become a course of action? MATRIX

We hope to enlist resource personnel from the entire community.

To implement cooperative solutions to complex problems?

You may question assumptions, share, point out, learn, lend assistance, experiment with suggestions.

Fix yourself a cup of coffee?

You will be expected to prepare your own food and drink and to your own dishes.

Listen to music? Play tapes? Read uncommon books and magazines?

Most professors out of class?

All faculty are encouraged to participate and you may invite others.

Experience authentic and good, but amateur art forms?

Presentation of the arts, in all forms, will be actively encouraged.

Relax with a friend?

Forms, programs, etc. will be based on need and interest, but the real intent of Matrix is to provide a place and large spaces of time for unstructured conversation.

All this for a coffee cup, or seventy-five cents a week?

Matrix is a cooperative, operating on the basis of membership.

As indicated (rather obviously) in the column, the left data can include anything.

A logical contribution this week would be a cup and sugar or a coffee mug.

Friday night: Music by Shelly Kite, Tom Halmen and others.

"To speak to a stranger is to invite the Unexpected?" At Matrix the unexpected becomes the norm.
For tomorrow's world

Musts outlined for schools

"An SIU international education specialist says the American university must discover a new foundation of knowledge and abilities if it is to function effectively in tomorrow's world.

The views of Oliver J. Caldwell, dean of International Programs Development, of the university and mankind are contained in an article titled "A Quest for Relevance in Higher Education," prepared for the winter issue of Exchange, a quarterly periodical of the U.S. Department of State. In the 5,000-word article, Caldwell discusses how American universities can broaden their foundations to provide more effective services to emerging nations. He suggests ways American higher education can be made more relevant to the problems America faces today.

Caldwell was chairman of the Committee on the International Dimensions of SIU, which was asked to recommend ways and means to build into academic life a new cultural and international relevance.

SIU has enrolled more than 30,000 students, of whom more than a thousand are foreign and nearly 2,000 are black American students. The university is engaged in educational development missions in Mali and Nigeria in Africa, and in Vietnam, Nepal and Afghanistan in Asia.

In trying to become a mankind-oriented university, Caldwell said, SIU has considered the pressure exerted on it and most other American higher education institutions.

Caldwell said that a main challenge to the American university arises from exclusion of cultural foundations of American minority groups from much of the curriculum. He recommended promotion of an orderly introduction into the curriculum of information concerning cultures represented by non-white Americans.

Young Americans from every color and origin, he said, are demanding the right to study and research in subjects and geographical areas which are relevant to their future as they see it.

Caldwell also discussed the Americans' lack of understanding toward peoples of the Far East which, he said, has resulted in a generation of blundering.

"During this blundering," he said, "we fought a bloody war with Japan, China became Communist, and fought an inconclusive war with Korea which might be renewed, and we currently are involved in a little understood and highly unpopular war in Vietnam."

He predicted "more blundering into disasters in Asia, since our curriculum seems to have been built on the assumption that Asia does not exist." What happens in China, he said, "should be of urgent concern to all Americans, yet in the last ten years American higher education has produced only five Ph.D.'s in Chinese Affairs."

Caldwell, born of American Methodist missionary parents in Foochow, China, came to SIU in 1946 from Washington, D.C., where from 1932 to 1945 he was associated with the Bureau of International Education. He has visited more than 70 countries on official business.

EPHANY LUTHERAN CHURCH
W. Chautauqua at Glenview
Worship 10:45 a.m.
Adult Class 9:30 a.m.
Ministering to students and faculty of the Lutheran Church in America and the Lutheran Church and YOU
Ride the free Ministerial Association bus.
Robert Trendel, Pastor Phone 684-2047

Open Monday Nights
Till 8:30 pm
Leslies Shoes
210 South Illinois
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WE DELIVER
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of shoe fashions
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Open Monday Nights
Till 8:30 pm
Campus parking rules vary

By James Holf

Any SIU student may park his car on campus without paying a parking fee. The campus, of course, is at Edwardsville.

At Carbondale, student drivers are still required to pay $25 for a red decal or $5 for a silver sticker to park on the campus. At the University of Illinois in Champaign-Urbana, there are no parking fees, but there is also no parking on the campus.

Camping parking is a problem that confronts most college campuses, and policies are widely varied, says the SIU Vehicle Traffic and Parking Committee. On many campuses, the parking fee is still as low as $2 a year. There are a few universities, however, that charge quite a bit more than Southern's $25 red decal parking fee.

Eastern Illinois University is an inexpensive university where any student who isn't a freshman may have a car and park it on campus for a small $2 per year parking fee. At Western Illinois University, the annual parking fee is also $2 for upperclassmen. Freshmen and sophomores may not have cars.

At Tulane University in New Orleans, the yearly registration fee is 50 cents. However, there are only 960 campus parking spaces at Tulane with a student and faculty population of about 10,000.

There are some universities where parking fees are more costly. At the University of Illinois Chicago Cir-

Home Ec interns

start field work

The SIU School of Home Economics is sending two interns into the junior college field this year, Elizabeth Quigley, dean of the school, said.

Mrs. Melba White Pruitt of Belleville will hold an internship at Florissant Junior College, Florissant, Mo., this fall. Herma Barcy of Chicago will serve at Floris-
sant in the spring. Both are SIU graduates in home economics.

They will work under a four-year grant made to SIU's Depart-
ment of Higher Education from the Ford Foundation in 1967 to develop a project to prepare junior college teachers and administrators.

Missouri banker

to deliver lecture

William C. Gordon, Jr., vice president and trust officer of the Farmers Savings Bank of Moline, Mo., will deliver a lecture Oct. 10 during an SIU seminar on “Bank Marketing and the Smaller Bank.”

Seminar set today

The Department of Micro-
biology will hold a graduate seminar from 10 a.m. to noon in Room G-16, Life Science Building.

Makoto Matusuda, professor at the Kyoto University School of Medicine, Tokyo, Japan, is the featured speaker.

The Ve
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The Vehicle, Traffic and Parking Committee points out that other universities, like SIU, are raising their parking fee rates. Northern Illinois University will begin charging a $25 parking fee in the fall of 1969. Illinois State University already charges $25 and has announced a fall, 1969, raise which will be determined later.

And even the Edwardsville campus of SIU will begin charging a parking fee soon, says the Vehicle, Traffic and Parking Committee.
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And even the Edwardsville campus of SIU will begin charging a parking fee soon, says the Vehicle, Traffic and Parking Committee.
Harmon says Tulsa
McKay picks Salukis
By Barb Leibens

Football prognosticator Tom Harmon forecasts a 25-6 Saluki victory this Saturday, but SIU quarterback Jim McKay, a junior from Morton Grove, doesn't see it that way. "There's a great chance that we'll be able to beat Tulsa," McKay said, "but to beat them this year we'll have to play a lot better than we did last year. I know that we can do it."

McKay, who started his first collegiate football game against Tulsa last year, threw no passes against the Hurricanes and completed three for a game total of 45 yards. He finished last season as a starter and completed 36 of 80 passes for 540 yards and three touchdown passes.

"We lost the first game to Louisville because we had too many turnovers," McKay added. "If we can cut down on our mistakes, fumbles, interception, and penalties we can take Tulsa."

The Salukis, working daily, have spent part of the week visualizing films of the Tulsa-Arkansas game in which the Hurricanes were defeated 56-13.

McKay, who played both basketball and football at Nile North High School, compared last year's team with this year's.

"We have a lot better line this year. Physically, they may not be as strong, but the team's overall attitude is a lot better."

The Salukis plan to stick to the same basic unit offensively and defensively with the exception of Roger Kuba, who injured his knee. He will be replaced at the fullback slot by Al Jenkins.

In analyzing the Hurricanes, McKay said that Mike Stripling is "one of the best quarterbacks around. He's the type that the pro football teams are after. He throws a good, hard ball."

Second on McKay's list of Tulsa men to watch is former Saluki Al Jenkins. Jenkins was voted the Associated Press' "Liniemen of the Week" after a 122-yard tackle effort in Tulsa's upset of 10th ranked Houston last fall, Jenkins, who was dropped from the SIU team two years ago, is tabbed as one of the Hurricanes' best bet for All-American honors this season.

"Jenkins used to be an offensive guard, but late in spring practice he was switched to defensive tackles in college football."

"We all are going to try our hardest," McKay said. "There's nothing more that we'd like than to beat Tulsa again this year."

---

Save this coupon
Billboard Center
Telephone 548-3716
Unabil to Jackson
Baker of this card entitled to the following:
Free Coke or Coffee on completion of this card
1/2 hour free game time
6 hour after free hour of paid time
4 hour after 5 and 10 hour paid (present card)
Reservation privileges
GILDE--make sure your fellow has this card before you bring him in.
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Please provide the information required for the above content.
Soccer Club's record now 1-1

Pliorissian Junior College "rocked it" to the SIU International Soccer Invitational. Managers to meet for flag football.

There will be a meeting for managers of flag football teams Monday at 4 p.m. in McClellan Auditorium.

Rules governing starting time of games, location of fields and rules of the game will be discussed. Team representatives must have $2 entry fee due at this time. Teams not represented at the meeting will be placed with one home game when the season begins.

Managers are urged to get to the meeting promptly. Schedule is 12:30 of the SIU Arena, and pick up "The Intramural Handbook," which includes rules and eligibility standards.

---

Daily Egyptian Classified Action Ads

The Daily Egyptian reserves the right to reject any advertising copy. No refunds on cancelled ads.

---
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Lolich stuns Cardinals

By Jack Hand
Associated Press
Sports Writer

ST. LOUIS (AP) — Mickey Lolich almost missed his World Series starting chance due to a groin infection Thursday, but he came through with a six-hitter and smashed his first pro home run in Detroit's 8-1 victory over St. Louis that squashed the Series after two games.

"It was a little groggy and I was afraid I would lose energy late in the game," said Lolich, who feared Manager Mayo Smith would sub another starter.

"The doctors told me I was all right," said Smith, "so I decided to go with him.

Lolich was so stunned to hit his first homer after six years in the majors that he forgot to touch first base and had to go back to tag it after he hit the ball in the third inning.

The brush lefty, who rides a motor bike to the park, said his suburban home in Detroit, was asked to compare the homer with the thrill of riding 135 miles an hour.

"They're both exciting in their own way," he said.

The Cards, stunned by the Tigers' 13-hit attack that included homers by Willie Horton, Norm Cash and Lolich, stuck with plans to pitch Ray Washburn in Saturday's third game at Detroit. His opponent will be another right-hander, 33-year-old Earl Wilson.

The clubs will take Friday off for travel and workouts at Tiger Stadium, site of the next three games. Bob Gibson, who struck out a record 17 batters Wednesday while beating 31-game winner Denny McLain, will hook up with McLain again Sunday.

In addition to his pitching and his homer, the 27-year-old Lolich collected a single and drove in another run when he walked with the bases loaded in the ninth.

Lolich lost his chance for a shutout in the sixth when the Cards scored on a walk to Lou Brock, who stole second, a scratch single by Curt Flood and a bloop single to short left center by Orlando Cepeda.

With men on first and third and only one out, Lolich was bailed out of his only deep hole of the cool, sunny afternoon by Mickey Stanley, Stanley, an outfielder playing shortstop, took Mike Shannon's hard grounder and turned it into an inning-ending double play, to the dismay of the crowd at Busch Stadium.

Until Julian Javier singled in the eighth, the only real clean hit off Lolich was a first-inning single by Javier.

---
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Fri...Rainy Daze
Sat. United Fun
Sun...Folk Singing

No Cover Charge

The wild story of the tour most exciting young men of our day!

THE BEATLES

The Authorized Biography
by Hunter Davies

The only writer with the inside story — 30 pages of photographs, and index of recordings.
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Yay's Campus Shopping Center

CASuit? PANTSuit?

By any other name, a top-and-pants will still be chic! No longer do you ask, "should I; this year, it's what kind and you'll find them all here. Gurus--the meditation tunic and pants, Country-Style, a cost and wide-legged trousers. Cool and Camus-y—-the shrug, jacket and slacks. Always and everywhere, wear the pants!

---